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Video Highlights

In this episode of Tooling Up, we dive into the world of Multi-Carb tooling solutions with Jason Wells,
VP of Product Innovation for Kyocera SGS Group. Jason shares insights into his career journey,
highlighting his experiences and the evolution of Kyocera SGS through various phases. He discusses the
company's emphasis on research and development, showcasing their commitment to staying relevant
and innovative in the industry.

Discover the advantages of Multi-Carb tools and how they have been developed for specific machining
needs, particularly in industries dealing with challenging materials like high-temperature alloys such as
Inconels, super-alloys, and titaniums. Jason elaborates on the intricacies of high-speed machining and
the role of Multi-Carb tools in enhancing productivity and efficiency. Moreover, Jason sheds light on
their comprehensive training programs offered, including hands-on training, onsite support for
customers, and the expertise of their application and sales engineers in the field. 

Join us for an engaging conversation that explores the cutting-edge advancements in tooling solutions
and how they are driving innovation and productivity in the manufacturing sector. Don't miss out on
this insightful episode of Tooling Up, and remember to subscribe for more industry-leading discussions.

To learn more about SGS and their Multi-Carb tooling solutions, visit MSCDirect.com.

For even more metalworking insights and expertise check out MSC's Better MRO knowledge hub. 

For more Tooling Up videos, check out our MSC Tooling Up playlist from Season 3.

Tooling Up is a video series by MSC Industrial Supply Company that provides real-world insights
brought to you by leading industry experts and aimed at improving the efficiency and productivity of
your operations. Through Tooling Up, you’ll gain access to our knowledgeable in-house specialists and
experts from our most-trusted partners and suppliers, along with some exclusive innovative offerings
from MSC. From metalworking and MRO supplies, services, and expertise, to inventory management
solutions, and to the safety and well-being of your team, we are dedicated to working side-by-side with

https://www.mscdirect.com/sgs
https://www.mscdirect.com/betterMRO/metalworking
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PL7hKveeJMS38V-AyBFYfBk1gE8s4Ip3Aj&si=i9tBO6xhSfJC1UNw


you to make your operations better.  

For more Tooling Up videos, check out our MSC Tooling Up playlist and subscribe to our YouTube
channel.
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